Streamline acquisition workflows with OASIS™ in Resources for College Libraries

Resources for College Libraries (RCL) is a core bibliography developed by ACRL/Choice subject specialists that includes over 90,000 essential titles selected and peer-reviewed by a team of more than 700 academic librarians and faculty. OASIS is a trusted online ordering system for librarians with powerful tools and broad choices to support collection development. RCL database users can streamline acquisitions workflows by identifying key works in RCL, then going directly to the OASIS catalog to purchase titles.

How libraries can use RCL to purchase titles in 4 easy steps

1. Log into the RCL database.
2. Search or browse to find essential titles.
3. Click on the Purchase Book vendor link in the search results or detailed item record. See Fig. 1.
4. Sign into your OASIS account to view available formats and purchase options (including ebooks and out-of-print titles) and add to cart. See Fig. 2.

The value of RCL with OASIS

For libraries with limited staff, time, and budgets, RCL delivers vetted, credible, value-added content to support collection services. Quickly identify core titles across the curriculum with RCL and order with OASIS, a database of over 40 million print books and 3 million ebooks within one unified system.

Not an RCL subscriber? Visit rclinfo.net to get started today.